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P R E F A C E 
Since there are many s imi l a r i t i e s between gravi ta t ion 
and electromagnetism, i t should therefore come as no surprise 
that Einstein equations, l ike Maxwell equations, have radia t ive 
solutions* 
No one has yet cer ta in ly detected gravi ta t ional rad ia t ion , 
but the reason for th i s i s not hard to f ind. Einstein theory 
predicts gravi ta t ional radiat ion is produced in extremely small 
quant i t ies in ordinary atomic process, e . g . , the probabi l i ty 
that a t r ans i t ion between two atomic s ta tes wil l proceed by the 
emission of g rav i ta t iona l , ra ther than electromagnetic radia t ion, 
2 2 
is of the order of GE /e , where G is the gravitational constant 
E, the energy released and e the electronic charge. For 
-54 
HP'l eV, the probability is 3 x 10 . Why then we study 
gravitational waves ? One reason is of course that some body 
we may find a strong source of gravitational radiation and such 
sources may indeed have already been detected (e.g. CYGNUS X-l, 
SS433, LMC - X3, a steller black hole and M 87, recently dis-
covered black hole in the constellation of Virgo). However, the 
(ii) 
study of grav i ta t iona l waves wil l be in teres t ing even if there 
were no chance of ever detecting any, as the theory of gravi-
ta t ional waves provides a crucia l l ink between general re la t iv i tv 
and the microscopic f ront ie rs of physics. 
Unfortunately, the theory of gravi ta t ional radiation is 
complicated by the non- l inear i ty of Einstein equations and due 
to this reason i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to obtain the general 
radiat ive solution of Einstein equations. There are several 
approaches to overcome this d i f f i cu l ty . One is to study only 
weak f ield radiat ive solutions of Einstein equations. This has 
been done by Einstein, Rosen, Infeld and Hoffman among others . 
The other approach is to look long and hard for special solutions 
of Einstein equations, a l o t of work and has been done on th i s 
aspect with r e s u l t s of some elegance. 
The present d i s se r t a t ion en t i t l ed 'Gravitat ional waves 
in general r e l a t i v i t y 1 has been written within the sp i r i t of this 
l a t e r approach. I t contains five Chapters. 
Chapter I deals with the various approaches of gravita-
t ional radiat ion, while in Chapter I I , the geometrical and 
Physical propert ies of the congruence of l i gh t rays have been 
(iii) 
discussed alongwith some of its developments. The solutions 
of Einstein field equations characterizing the presence of 
radiation form the contents of Chapter III. In Chapter IV the 
progress made for the search of Cosmological models fiitd with 
radiation has been discussed. Finally, in the last Chapter, the 
Newman - Penrose spin coefficient formalism has been discussed 
in detail* 
WC 
In the end/have a given a l i s t of references, which by 
no means i s a complete bibliography of the work on rad ia t ion . 
Only the work referred to in the d i s se r t a t ion has been included 
in th i s l i s t . 
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C H A P T E R - I 
1 
CHAPTER-I 
VARIOUS APPROACHES OF GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION 
Maxwell's equations which are hyperbolic type d i f f e r e n t i a l 
equation have not only retarded but also advanced solut ions and 
for these equations we have an e x p l i c i t formulas determining the 
retarded so lut ion when the sources are g i v e n . With the help of 
these formulas i t i s found that source in accelerated motion 
ere at a f i e l d containing a d is tr ibut ion of electromagnetic energy 
and momentum which moves away from the sources* This i s e l e c t r o -
magnetic radiation* 
E ins te in ' s gravitational f i e ld equations are also hyper-
bolic in nature, therefore, in general r e l a t i v i t y we have a 
s i tuat ion s imilar in Maxwell's theory. In part icu lar , general 
r e l a t i v i t y necessari ly leads to the ex is tence of gravitat ional 
radiation* 
In th is chapter, we shal l br ie f ly d i scuss some of the 
approaches that have been made for the study of gravitat ional 
radiation in general r e la t i v i ty* 
2 
The problem of gravitational waves and radiation is nearly 
as old as the theory itself. Einstein-Roxen [ 2 2 ] , Infeld and 
Scheidegger ([38], [ 99]),Perves [ 8 5 ] and o t h e r s s tudied i t 
using approximation method. While on the o the r hand, Lichnerowicz 
[ 57 ] , P i r a n i [ 86 ] , Bel [ 8 ] , Sharma and Husain [ 100], Sachs 
[ 9 4 ] and severa l o the r s have s tudied the problem in a c o v a r i e n t 
fashion by pos tu las ing t h a t i t i s Riemann curva ture tensor which 
t u r e l y cha rac t e r i z e s the g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d . Thus i t i s wor th-
while to study the a lgebra ic and geometric p r o p e r t i e s of the 
Riemann curvature tensor* 
1 . ALGEBRIC AND gOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF RIEMANN CURVATURE 
TENSOR 
Before deal ing with the main problem we quote Sachs [ 9 7 ] : 
*'The Riemann curvature tensor i s the s imples t n o n - t r i v i a l 
ob jec t onpcafc build a t a p o i n t , i t s vanishing i s the c r i t e r i a 
for the absence of genu>jre g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d and i t s s t r a c t u r e 
determine the r e l a t i v e motion of 3«reighouring t e s t p a r t i c l e v i a 
the equation of geodesies.* f 
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Geometrical properties of Riemann tensor have been 
discussed by several authors, in p a r t i c u l a r , by Ruse [93 ] . 
An algebraic c lass i f ica t ion of vaccum Riemann tensor was carr ied 
out by Petrov ([83 ] , [84 ]) and P i r a n i [86 ] • Witten [JJ< ] 
and Penrose [82 ] have redeveloped both algebraic and geometric 
propert ies using techniques of spinor ca lcu lus . 
There are three approaches t h a t have been made for the 
c lass i f i ca t ion of Weyl tensor: 
(a) The matrix method, 
(b) The tensor method, 
(c) The spinor method. 
The Spinor method is the shortest and elegant route to 
Petrov classification, while the tensor method is useful in many 
calculations. The matrix method suffers particularly from the 
fact that it does not brings out the hierarchy of types in Penrose 
diagram so well as the other methods do, nor it is convenient in 
calculations but it does have some slight advantages in some of 
the simplest physical interpretations. The connection between 
these approaches has been found by Ludwing. He found that the 
tensor method is equivalent to the other two. 
We shall mention here these approaches briefly. 
(a) The matrix method; Petrov ([83 ] , [84 ]) 
In this method, the symmetry properties of the Weyl 
tensor are considered to write the Weyl tensor in terms of 
matrix and the classification is made in terms of the eigen 
values and eigen vectors of this matrix* 
The Petrov types characterized by the distinct eigen 
values and eigen vectors are shown in the table below: -
TABLE 1 
Petrov type * 
Dis t inc t 
eigenvector 
Dis t inc t 
eigenvalue 
I 
3 
d i s t i n c t 
D 
3 
two 
equal 
I I 
2 
d i s t i nc t 
N 
2 
equal 
necessa-
r i l y zero 
I I I 
1 
necessarily 
zero 
Adding the conformally f l a t space-time (C
 b . = 0 ) , we have 
six p o s s i b i l i t i e s which are arranged in a Penrose diagram 
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Penrose diagram 
I I I 
with arrows pointing in directions of increasing specialisation, 
Type II, D, III, N, 0 are called algebraically special while 
Type I is called algebraically general* 
(b) The tensor method; (Debever [15 ], Sachs [94 ]) 
In this method, the Weyl tensor is classified by assuming 
that it satisfy the equation 
abed * abed 
(R + i R ) = 0 (l) 
kd 
This method depends on Debever1s r e s u l t s (Sachs [ 94]) t h a t 
" I n every empty space-time the re e x i s t a t l e a s t one and a t most 
a 
four nul l d i r e c t i o n k (j£ o) such tha t 
i J a 
k [ a R b ] i j [ c k d ] k k = 0 , k ka = 0 . 
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We obtain corresponding r e s u l t for Weyl tensor by siaply leaving 
out the •empty* and subs t i tu t ing C for R in the equation. 
The arrangement of coincident null vector determine the 
Petrov types in the table below: 
TABLE-II 
Petrov types I II D III N 
Symbols [IIII] [112] [22] [13] [4] 
The tensor equations satisfied by the Weyl tensor of 
various types are as follows (Sachs [94]): 
Nabcd ^ - ° 
: I I a b c [ d k e ] k C s s 0 
a b 
' a i b [ j k h] k k = 0 
i J 
I I b i j [ c k d ] k k = 0 
i J 
[ a I b ] i j [ c k d ] k k = 
* d 
Nabcd k s 0 » 
* c 
m a b c [ d k e ] k = 0 ' 
* a b 
D a i b [ j k h ] k * = 0 ' 
* L " 
nbij[cKd] : <""k" =°f 
^ b U j C c V j ' k = 0 ' 
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where N
 b d»
 3
-
I Iabcd a n d s o o n d e n 0 ' f c e t n e WeYi tensor of 
va r ious types and k (^ o ) , m (^ o) be non-para l l e n u l l 
v e c t o r s . 
Sachs po in t s out t h a t a Weyl t ensor which obey any s e t 
of equat ions w i l l obey a l l the succejiing s e t s . 
(c) The Spinor method: (Penrose [82 ]) 
This method i s e q u i v a l e n t to t enso r method and employes 
a qu i t e d i f f e r e n t formalism and was discovered independent ly . 
Using Infeld-Vander Waerden Spinors [39 ] , Penrose , following 
a rou te i n i t i a t e d by Witten [ i l l ] , showed tha t the Weyl tensor 
corresponds uniquely to a 2-component Spinor ^ABCn» t o t a l l y 
symmetric in i t s i n d i c e s . By express ing the quadrat ic tfLn~n 
A B C D. A 
~% T T T (~? i s a r b i t r a r y ) as a product of l i n e a r f ac to r s 
A B C D A B C
 n D 
*ABCD r 7TT - <«A7 ) O B T ) ( T c r )<<?Dr) 
we may write ^J^QQQ in the following form 
^ABCD = K ?B YC SQ) 
where aA, 8B, Yc» <?Q are determined uniquely, apart from 
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Scalar f a c t o r s . Each of these one index Spinor correspond to 
Debever vec to r and the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n scheme i s same from here 
onward• 
Because of n o n - l i n e a r i t y of f i e l d equa t ions the de t a i l ed 
study of g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n i s very d i f f i c u l t . However, 
we sha l l mention here b r i e f l y some of the approaches to the 
problem of g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n . 
2 . LINEAR APPROXIMATION METHOD 
The f a c t t h a t the r a d i a t i v e and wave process are a 
na tu ra l element of the E ins te in*s Theory becomes c l ea r when we 
consider the case of weak g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d s . A g r a v i t a t i o n a l 
f i e l d described by a metr ic which d i f f e r s very l i t t l e from the 
Minkowski met r ic i s ca l led weak g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d ; Or in o ther 
words, the g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d descr ibed by a metr ic g , i s 
ao 
weak i f the difference g a b - r j a b i s small compared to one. 
S t a r t i n g from the assumption t h a t g . takes the form 
We can e a s i l y obtain ([113]) the l i n e a r i z e d f i e l d equation as: 
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Thus, in l i n e a r approximation E i n s t e i n ' s equa t ions are wave 
equation for the p o t e n t i a l l|j ^ , t h e i r r i g h t hand side d e s c -
r ib ing the source of the g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d . Consequently in 
l i n e a r approximation the equat ion of the g r a v i t a t i o n desc r ibes 
the propagation of the g r a v i t a t i o n a l wave wi th the fundamental 
v e l o c i t y . 
3 . COVARIENT CRITERIA OF THE GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION 
We sha l l deal here with the c r i t e r i a given by Bel, P I r a n i , 
Debever, Lichnerowicz, Zund-Levine, Misra-Singh, Ahsan-Hussain. 
(a) B e l ' s C r i t e r i a for g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n 
The c r i t e r i a for the presence of g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n 
proposed by Bel ( [115]) i s based on an analogy with the theory 
of e lectromagnet ic r a d i a t i o n . Bel gave two c r i t e r i a n for the 
exis tence of g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n . The f i r s t one r e s t s on the 
de f in i t ion of Super-energy t enso r of the g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d . 
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Bel ' s f i r s t c r i t e r i a ; 
The presence of super energy flux is necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of free gravi ta t ional 
waves. Consequently, gravi ta t ional waves are present in the 
neighbourhood of an a rb i t ra ry point of empty space V4 if for 
a a a 
any time-line uni t vector U at this point P (u ) ^ 0 . If 
a a 
P (u ) = 0 there i s no gravi ta t ional waves in the neighbourhood 
of this poin t . 
Eel*s second c r i t e r i a [10 ] is based on the existence 
of the concept of null f i e ld , known from electromagnetism, to 
the case of gravi ta t ional f i e l d . Bel arrived a t the def ini t ion 
of gravi ta t ional f ie ld by f ie ld generalising the concept of an 
isotropic f ie ld as one whose invariant vanishes. 
The number of functionally independent Scalars which may 
be obtained from the Riemann tensor i s fourteen, of which only 
four are non-zero in empty space (Gehenian and Debever [ 2 8 ] , 
Jordan e*. al [41 ]) and are as follows: 
- R A s
 *
R
, . . * i R -«P 
7 
11 
1 ap. *
 Au 
B • £ R R 
, ccB. ^ /<r 
C = TT R R R 
D = fr R R ^ R 
1 5
 ^ fo <*P 
Bel ca l l these as fundamental Scalars and define the null 
gravi ta t ional f ie ld as one for which the following condition 
hold: 
A = B = C = D = 0 (2) 
Bel ' s second c r i t e r i a may now be formulated as follows: 
Bel ' s second c r i t e r i a ; -
•An empty space-time with R„Q*£ £ 0 wi l l describe 
gravi ta t ional radiat ion if the condition (2) i s sa t i s f ied 
otherwise there is no gravi tat ional radia t ion.• 
(b) P i r an i ' s Cr i t e r i a : ( [ 8 6 ]) 
The f i r s t attempt at a generally covariant geometric 
definit ion of the concept of gravi ta t ional radia t ion in empty 
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space-time based on Petrov type [ 83 ] i s due to P i ran i [ 86 ] . 
He arrived a t the def ini t ion making the following assumption: 
( i ) I t i s Reimann tensor which character ize the g rav i t a -
tional r ad i a t i on . 
( i i ) The gravi ta t ional radiation is propagated with 
fundamental ve loc i ty . 
According to these two assumptions a gravi ta t ional wave-
front should appear as a discontinuity in the Riemann tensor 
across a null 3-surface. P i ran i calculated the possible form 
of th i s continuity with the help of Lichnerowiez continuity 
condition [113] . Moreover, Pi rani defined the concept of an 
observer who follow gravi ta t ional f ie ld in tensor of the eigen-
bivector of the Riemann tensor. He showed tha t the 4-velocity 
of th i s observer is time-like for one of Petrov ' s three cannoni-
cal type of the Riemann tensor, and null for the other two with 
the presence of gravi ta t ional radiation in empty space-time. 
For the support of his def ini t ion, he also showed that there 
can be no gravi ta t ional radiation present in a region of empty 
space-time where the metric is s t a t i c . 
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(c) Debever*s C r i t e r i a : [16 ] 
Debever approach to the question of the wave propert ies 
of gravi ta t ional f ield i s based on the i r re la t ionship in the 
empty space-time with the i so t rop ic vector f i e l d s . 
In the empty space-time we can associate with Riemann 
tensor two isotropic 2-dimensional hypersurface which are 
jo in t ly spanned at every point by four isotropic vectors . 
Making use of the cannonical form of the matrix of curvature 
tensor in bivector' space, i t can be shown that in every empty 
space-time there exis ts a t l e a s t one and a t most four null 
vector f ie ld / N £ 0 such t h a t 
Debever define the super energy tensor as follows: 
+ %» * W + V V 1 -rr L„^ <3) 
where / is arbi trary non-zero Scalar and L . . i s completely 
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symmetric tensor 
N /Q La^u * h (L,M,N,Q) £ / J ^ 4 
where P denote the summation over a l l Permutation of indices . 
In empty space (3) has the following proper t ies : 
( i ) I t is completely symmetric. 
( i i ) All i t s contract ions with metric tensor vanishes. 
( i i i ) If i s conserved i .e>. 
a 
VB/u;a = ° 
(iv) I t s a t i s f i e s the equation 
V a B A u V = f f ( l - 3 a ) c f a . 
I t can be eas i ly seen tha t the properties of t h i s tensor are 
analogous to that of Bel super-energy tensor T
 s . [ 7 ] . 
By a suitable choice of canonical orthogonal frame i t can be 
shown that 
15 
Thus the energy tensor can serve as a basis for defining the 
super-energy flux of the gravi ta t ional f i e ld . Thus Debever*s 
c r i t e r i a i s equivalent to Bel ' s f i r s t c r i t e r i a . 
(d) Lichnerowicz approach for gravi ta t ional radiat ion 
The c r i t e r i a proposed by Lichnerowicz ( [113]) , for the 
presence of gravi ta t ional radiat ion i s based on an analogy with 
the method of determining the s ta te of electromagnetic rad ia t ion . 
The l a t t e r r e s t s on Cauchy problem for Einstein-Maxwell's 
equation in the space-time and is as follows: 
The space-time V4 describes the s ta te of to ta l gravi -
ta t iona l radia t ion if i t s Riemann tensor R ~ £ 0 . forms the 
ap 
coefficients of a singular double form, i . e . , there exis ts an 
isotropic vector / £ 0 such tha t the equation 
a 
/ Rap)tf = 0 ' 
hold. If no such vector exists, then there is no gravitational 
radiation. 
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(e) Zund-Levine Cr i t e r i a : [56 ] 
The c r i t e r i a for the presence of to t a l gravi ta t ional 
radiat ion due to Zund-Levine i s as follows: -
'The space-time corresponds to s ta te of to ta l g rav i ta -
t ional radiat ion of special types if: 
( i ) I t i s conformally-flat, and 
.a, ( i i ) I t admits a covariently constant vector f i e l d / 
which sat isfy Lichnerowicz condition [113] for 
to ta l gravi ta t ional radiat ion together with the 
condition 
1^ - ( Inf ) •, a where f is Scalar ' 
(f) Misra-Sinqh Cr i t e r i a : ([70 ] , 
The c r i t e r i a for the existence of gravitat ional radia t ion 
proposed by Misra-Singh is based on the concept of an i sot ropic 
gravi ta t ional f ie ld which i s defined with the help of Matte 
symmetrical tensor [65 ] . The c r i t e r i a i s as follows: 
"An empty space-time with Riemann tensor R „ wi l l 
describe gravi ta t ional radiat ion if the Matte [65 ] symmetrical 
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tensor are such that 
v 7 * # TV =o 
i ? * ^ aA 
(g) Ahsan-Husain Cri ter ia: ( [ 3 ] ) 
Ahsan and Husain have formulated two cr i ter ion for the 
existence of gravi tat ional radiation in empty space-time. 
The f i r s t one i s achieved by finding out the form of 
certain invariants of curvature tensor as introduced by Greenberg 
[31 ] in empty space-time, in the algebraic c la s s i f i ca t ion of the 
Riemann curvature tensor given by Sharma and Husain [100] and 
i s as fol lows: 
"If Ra*yf fi ° a n d the invariants of the curvature 
tensor vanish in empty space-time then the gravitational r ad i a t i on 
i s p resen t , otherwise there i s no g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n . , ; 
The second c r i t e r i a i s obtained by finding out the form 
of the super-energy of Bel [ 8 ] in the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Sharma 
n 
and Husain [100] and i s given by: 
" I f super-energy of Bel van i shes , then the g r a v i t a t i o n a l 
r a d i a t i o n i s p resen t in empty space-t ime with R„ay£ £ 0 . " 
C H A P T E R - I I 
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CHAPTER-II 
RAY OPTICS IN A GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 
One of the ways to obtain information about the structure 
of gravitational field is by studying the behaviour of different 
test particles in the field. If the massless particles (Photon, 
neutrinos) are considered, then the trajectories corresponding 
to them are light rays (isotropic geodesic). The study of ray 
optics has proved to be a powerful tool in the investigation of 
gravitational fields. In particular, it has been found that the 
properties of rays are related through the Ricci identities, to 
the Petrov classification. This brings out clearly the connection 
of the rays with the propagation of gravitational fields. 
This chapter is devoted to the study of the geometrical 
and physical properties of the congruence (family) of light rays 
in a gravitational field and some of its developments. 
The propagation theory has been mainly developed by 
Sachs ([94 ], [95 ], [96 j, [ 97], Ehlers and Sacns [ 21]) and 
by Newman and Penroje ([ 74], Newman and Tamburino [7$*], Penrose 
[32 ], Newman and Unti [104]). 
2U 
The essential idea is to choose a suitable congruence 
of null curves, called rays, and to investigate the propagation 
of field along the rays. In algebraically special fields (any 
type except type I) it is natural to select as rays the null 
curves whose tangent at each point are coinciding Debever 
vectors. These method works in suitation where there is outgoing 
radiation only or incoming radiation only, but not the mixture 
of outgoing or incoming radiations. 
In developing the theory the physical irrtution is suppor-
ted by detailed information from two sources: The Maxwell ele-
ctromagnetic theory and the linearized Einstein gravitational 
theory first developed in a suitable form by Bergman and Sachs 
[98 ] and amplified by Sachs [94 ]. Sachs exhibit the linera-
zed gravitational field of an arbitrary multipile stucied at 
the origin. This field depends only on the behaviour of the 
source at the corresponding retarded time. Sachs expands the 
vaccum Riemann tensor in negative powers of f along a ray from 
the origin as follows: 
-1 -2 -3 -4 
Rabcd = oNabcd * + oII:[abcd * + onabcd * +
 0
Xabcdl * 
-5 -6 
+
 oIabcd y + 0(y ). (1) 
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The tensors on the right are Weyl tensor of the indicated type 
and subscript 0 denote the vanishing covariant derivative 
(here ordinary derivative) along the ray. Type N tensor 
appears in a wavezone role: Sachs call it the 'far field' and 
next two terms as the 'Semi far' and 'intermediate' fields. 
He describes the phenomenon given by equation (1) as the 
•peeling off of principal null directions (see also chapter v) 
for the arrangement of the four principal null directions in the 
-1 
coefficients of the successive powers of y may be visualized 
thus: 
-1 
[4] 
ft- > 
-3 
-4 
II y 1
 r 
[mi] 
The principal null directions peel off from the propagation 
direction as one moves in from infinity towards the source of 
the field. 
For an investigation of the full, non-linear vaccum 
gravitational field equations, two related technique are 
necessary: 
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Z> L :*b] c 
the geodesic equation k k ; k = 0 can be expressed as 
k # k = 0 , 
r c 
then Sachs introduces three optical parameter determined by 
a 
congruence k defined as follows: 
0- £k ; a , 
[•lb] A'2 
a) = (i kr k " ") 
2
 [ajb] 
, a;b 2 ^ 
al - (* k k - 0 ) 2 (a;b) 
the quantity S, u>, a are called expansion, twist and shear 
respectively. The physical meaning of these parameters have 
been mentioned in the following theorem of Sachs [94 1, 
Theorem 1: If a small object in a null geodesic congruence 
casts a shadow on a Screen, all portions of the shadow hits 
the Screen simultaneously. The shape, size and orientation of 
the shadow depends only on the location of the Screen anc not 
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This procedure amounts to the following convention: 
^The phase of a is choosen arbitrary at one point on 
each ray and otherwise determined by the condition tr.at the 
rate of change of the phase along the rays equals the rate of 
rotation of the principal shear direction." 
Using this convention and definition of Riemann tensor, 
we can calculate the rate of change of expansion, rotation and 
shear and a along the rays. 
For Z, we obtain 
h <e + iu) = <ka(b *' A c k° 
c a b a b i j 
•
ka;c k;b* t + Raibj * t k k 
2
 - 1 i J Z - aa + •£ R^ k k . 
Making similar calculation for a and a we find 
dz ^ - 1 1 J §5 + Z
 + co = | Rij k k , 
Hv- + « <Z+Z) =Raibj k V t1 t", 
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da - a b j _i 
§v" + Z a + aa = Raibj k k m t • 
Here v is parameter along the rays defined by ^ - = k . 
A systematic treatment has been given by Jordan et al [41 ]. 
The next step is to write the Riemann tensor in terms 
of tetrad vectors and to investigate the consequence of Bianchi 
identity (3). For example, a type N Weyl tensor may always 
be expressed in the form 
Nabcd + i Nabcd " C Vab Vcd 
Where V
 u - 2 k t and if this is substituted in the 
a b
 [a b] 
Bianchi identity it can be shown that the congruence K defined 
by k is geodesic and shear-free. For example Goldberg and 
CI 
Sachs have shown that a vaccum metric is algebraically special 
if and only if it contains a shear-free null geodesic congruence. 
(The generalisation of this theorem has been given by Zund [ 116] 
and analogue by Ahsan£[ 1 ]). 
Sachs has generalised the notion of algebraically special 
to include some metrics of type I by defining a vaccum metric with 
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geodesic rays to be one in which (at least) one of the fields 
of Debever vector is tangent to geodesic, and has determined 
the dependence of the expansion, rotation, and shear on the 
parameter v of all such metrics. 
Further Sachs has shown [94 ] that Riemann tensor of 
vaccum metric with geodesic ray has the following form (in 
general): 
-1 -2 -3 -4 
Rabcd = oNabcd * + oIIIabcd * + oI:[abcd * + oIabcd t +°(* 
(6) 
It may be noticed from here that as far as the terms in 
-4 
Y
 f this is precisely the same form as the vaccum Riemann 
tensolf in linearized theory, given by (1), This is a strong 
support for the idea that the radiation field of an isolated 
material system can be approximated by a field with geodesic 
-5 
rays. However, by an analysis of the terms 0(y ) in (6) 
Sachs comes to the conclusion that even a metric with geodesic 
ray is too special to represent realistic radiation field 
itself. He goes on to generalise again to fields "with
 a 
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symptotically geodesic rays, which he proposed as sufficiently 
general to represent realistic radiation field (for detail see 
Sachs [94 ]). 
Many calculation about the congruence of null rays become 
simpler in the Spinor formalism. We conclude this chapter by 
mentioning the properties of the null congruence, in the language 
of the spinor formalism (See chapter V) which are listed below 
in the form of the theorems: 
Theorem 2; The null congruence 7~( / ) is geodesic if and only 
if K = 0 and the condition £ + £ = 0 can be achieved by a 
suitable choice of affine parameter along J~((). 
Theorem 3: The complex null tetrad Z is parallely propagated 
along T~(/) if and only if k = it = g = 0 (u = 1,2,3,4). 
Theorem 3: Let ]""(/) be a congruence of null geodesies. Then 
the condition f/Vn/^] = ® ^s equivalent to f = -f, i.e., the 
condition Im(^ *) = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition fo] 
the normality of a congruence of null geodesic. The field £ 
is a gradient field, 4 = d u if and only if 
f = ~p f f= a + p . 
3U 
Theorem 5; Assume that T~(/) is a congruence of null geodesic 
and that the parameter along it is choosen such that e + 6 = 0, 
then the angular velocity of rotation Jl - -K 6 A C 7 / , 
of the congruence "[""(/) is equal to ji = - Im(^) // • 
Theorem 6; The assertions stated above concerning the congruence 
f~"(/) go over completely to the case of a congruence T~(n) if 
we make the substitution. 
K < > -V , C < > -y, n < > - f t 
f < >- p, a < » -0, z\< » -a . 
Theorem 7; (Sachs [94 ]). If the quantities <J)Qo = - ± Ry« ^  
and tp = R x * m m vanish and Y is a canonical parameter 
along the congruence T~(0 of null geodesic, then the spin 
coefficient -f and a have the following form: 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
f = -(r-i£ )/(r + £ - UL), a = lty(r + ^- - KL) if oa = ff 
f= -(l+i(/2.)/2r, a = ( l+ i J l ) / 2 r if oc = ff , Re(f ) = 0 
^ = -iA. , a = iA. if aa = ff , Re{f) = 0 
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where g and i/i-are functions independent of r. 
Theorem 8: Let H be the mean curvature of the wave-front 
and K its Gaussian curvature. Then 
2 y 
H = -f, K =f - |o| 
and if y is canonical parameter and 0 = l{J0 = 0, then 
quantities H and K have the form 
2 2 2 2 X- V-
H = r/(r - i/l), K = l/(r - i/2-)f [<y[ =f (spherical waves) 
H = l/2r, K = 0, |a| = f , f £ Q (Cylindrical waves) 
H = 0, K = 0, |o| = f = 0 (Plane waves) 
where lil is a real function not depending on r. 
C H A P T E R - I I I 
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CHAPTER-III 
RADIATIVE SOLUTIONS OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS 
There are two types of so lu t ions of the Eistein-Maxwell 
equation in general r e l a t i v i t y , namely, a l g e b r a i c a l l y genera l 
(Patrov type I) and a l g e b r a i c a l l y spec ia l so lu t ion (Pet rov type 
I I , D, I I I , N and 0 ) . I n sp i t e of the f a c t t h a t an e x a c t g r a v i -
t a t i o n a l so lu t i on r a d i a t i n g from a f i n i t e source w i l l be a l g e b -
r a i c a l l y gene ra l , the problem of obta in ing the a l g e b r a i c a l l y 
spec ia l so lu t i on has received much a t t e n t i o n due to severa l 
r ea sons . One reason i s t ha t the Schwartzchild s o l u t i o n , the 
Kerr so lu t i on and NUT so lu t ion are f ami l i a r members of t h i s c l a s s . 
In t h i s chapter , an at tempt has been made to mention some 
of the most important so lu t i ons of the f i e l d equat ions which 
cha rac t e r i ze the presence of r a d i a t i o n . In general r e l a t i v i t y 
the study of the g r a v i t a t i o n a l waves i s based on the c lose analogy 
with e lec t romagnet ic waves. There are many common fea tu re among 
them. The such common fea ture i s t h a t in both , the wave f ron t s 
A 
are nu l l su r f aces . Robinson-Trautman [90 ] were f i r s t to use 
t h i s f a c t to obtain the so lu t ions which r e p r e s e n t g r a v i t a t i o n a l 
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on its world velocity. If the Screen is at the infinitesimal 
distance dr from the object then the Shadow is expanded by 
©dr, rotated by codr and sheared by |a|dr. 
In order to exploit the optical parameters, Sachs intro-
a a 
duces a 'quasi-orthonormal tetrad of vectors k , m such that 
a a _ a a_ a a 
k m = 1 and t , t such that t t = -1. Here k , m 
a a tL 
are real null and t , T: are complex vectors such that 7 is 
a a , a a 
complex congruence of t . Moreover, t = — (y + iz ) where 
a a ' a 
y and z are unit space-like vectors orthogonal to k and 
a 
m and to each o the r . Then i t can be e a s i l y shown that me t r i c 
t enso r can be wr i t t en as 
ab (a b) (a b) 
g = 2 k m + 2 7 t (^) 
and then the e s s e n t i a l s tep in ray geometry i s t o wri te the 
covar ient d e r i v a t i v e k in terms of t e t r a d vec tors (see 
a;b 
P i r an i [37 ] ) . 
k = Z t t + a t t. + i/lt k + K t. + CC-D1S 
a a ' u °aub ^ " a ^ a T iNa "b •x a;b 
congagars^ +- 0 k k, 
- T- I- a 
where 2 = G + iw, \a\ = \a\ and a = k . I mb 
a • O 
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a 
The direction of k and the relation between the tetrad 
vectors are presented by a 4-parameter group of linear trans-
formation of the form 
'a a 
= A k 
' a ic a a 
t = e ( t - Al k ) 
•a _ ' a a _ _a a 
m = A m + B t + B t - ABB k , 
where A > 0 and C are real and B a complex function of 
position these transformation may be used to make various simpli-
2 2 > 
cations of equation (5): for example, if 6 + u> £ \a\ then 
Ul and ?" may simultaneously be made equal to zero every where. 
The next step in the propagation theory is to differen-
tiate equation (5) again and make use of equation (2). For 
example, as k is geodesic, we can make zhe following convention: 
a a a a 
m;b k = t;b k = ° 
for the remaining vectors in equation (4) we then set a = a. 
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waves. The solution i s a lgebraical ly specia l , dlverginq, non-
rotat ing and Shearfree (o* = w = o, G ^ o) • Forster and Newman 
[25 ] using cer tain co-ordinate transformations, obtained the 
Robinson-Trautman l ike type I I I solut ions. 
The Robinson-Trautman solution with radia t ive source from 
the point of view of t he i r geometric propert ies i s studied by 
Tertychniy and Zhytniko [l03J» I t is shown by Bicak and Perjes [12 
that spherical Robinson-Trautman spece-time f i l l ed with a homo-
geneous time varying radiat ion f ield approaches^ The vaidya 
metric as the retarded time goes to in f in i ty . This is general iza-
tion of an e a r l i e r r e s u l t on the vacuum Robinson-Trautman space-
time. Recently Bicak [ 11] presented some exact solution which 
represent radiat ive space time and has made a study of the 
Robinson-Trautman solution and collinding plane wave solut ion. 
A systematic study of Robinson-Trautman metric in the asymptotic 
feature is presented by F r i t t i and /Aovaschi [ 26] . 
Kozarzewski [ 5 0 ] has shown that a gravi tat ional f ie ld 
having geodesic rays without ro ta t ion , expansion and shear and 
having f in i t e metric tensor i s of type N, Unti and Torrance [105] 
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claimed tha t if one of the Ruse vector of a f ie ld i s assumed to 
be geodesic having non-vanishing expansion, ro ta t ion and shear 
then the only vaccum metric tha t e x i s t i s of cy l indr ica l type, 
where the geodesic ray s a t i s f i e s 
2 2 
6 + W » c a . 
Moreover, Robinson, Robinson-Zund [ 91 ] have -erived the exact 
solution of the Einstein vaccum f ie ld equatic.i which admit a 
congruence of null geodesic which are shearfree but may have 
twist and on the other hand, Robinson-Robinson [ £9 ] also obtained 
vaccum metric which admit null geodesic, expa-.ding and shearfree 
conguence. Debney, Kerr and Schild [ 1 7 ] obtained classes of 
algebraical ly degenerate solutions of Einsteir.-Maxwell equation 
under the assumption that the shear, expansion anc ro ta t ion do 
not a l l vanish for the null geodesic congruen:* which has the 
degenerate Debever Penrose direct ion as t ange- t s . 
Also, i t was shown by Derry e t al [13 J with the exception 
on Schwartzchild metric that g rav i ta t iona l systems described by 
suitably regular vaccum solutions of Einstein equation admitting 
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a shear and twistr-free congruence of diverging null rays must be 
rad ia t ive . Robinson and Trautman [ 90 ] have demonstrated the 
existence of type I I solutions of t h i s kind, which describe 
radiat ing gravi ta t ional system with bounded source. However, 
attempts to display an e x p l i c i t radiat ive solution through specia-
l i za t ion to conformally spherical ly symmetric Kerr-Schild rcon-
formally Kerr-Schild and type D space-time lead to singular 
metr ics . Derry e t al [18 ] have discussed the important physical 
propert ies of these system including energy, momentum, radia t ing 
flux and trapped surface. 
Lucakes [ 64 ] has considered the solutions of Einstein 
equations which contain stat ionary r ig id ly rotat ing in coherent 
f lu id . By the help of 3-dimensional spin coefficient method, the 
general solutions are found for the cases when the gravi ta t ional 
field has eigen-rays which are ( i ) geodesic and shearfree 
( i i ) non-geodesic with shear and ( i i i ) nQn-geodetic and shearfree. 
The systematic study of the algebraical ly special solution 
of the Einstein equation in vaccum in the cases where the pr inc ipal 
l igh t congruence has no d i l a t ion was done by Kundt [55 ] . This 
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c l a s s of met r ic con ta ins g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d of a l l the pos s ib l e 
a lgeb ra i ca l l y spec ia l type I I , D, I I I , N and 0 , Also he has 
given necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condi t ions f o r a g r a v i t a t i o n a l 
f i e l d without d i l a t i o n to belong to type I I I and type N. 
In the case of g r a v i t a t i o n a l f i e l d of type N, f l a t wave 
surface geodesic and the corresponding so lu t i ons are cal led plane 
g r a v i t a t i o n a l waves. A method to y i e ld the plane g r a v i t a t i o n a l 
wave i s given by a u t h o r ' s Hagan [ 32 ] and Honguya and Peiyuan [36 ]. 
Plane g r a v i t a t i o n a l wave with p a r a l l e l propagation vec to r 
are known to be pp—waves. The metr ic for pp-waves have been 
given by Rosen [ 9 2 ] f Bondi, P i r a n i and Robinson [13 ] , Misner, 
Thome and Wheeler [ 71 ] and Kramer, Neugebaur and Stephani [51 ] . 
Recently the so lu t ion of t h i s c l a s s r ep resen t ing vaccum and e l e -
ctromagnetic n u l l f i e l d with one twis t ing non-nul l k i l l i n g v e c t o r 
and a shear f ree , non-expanding congruence of nu l l geodesic i s 
studied by Mc-Intosh and Arianrhold [67 ] . The metric in vaccum 
is 
2 21JF 2 -2u 2 
ds = 2e (d(J) + w2du) + 2e (dr + w. Udi) 
2 2 
- dudv + (m1v + n^v + nu) du 
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where ijj, w ^ v ^ m . , ! ^ depends on U and r the special cases 
are considered: 
( i) W„ = 0 ; Kramer-Neugebour solut ion 
( i i ) W2 « l / r - a ; Petrov type I I I 
( i i i ) W, » 0 ; Petrov type N, rperesenting PP-waves. 
Since i t was i n i t i a t e d , about t h i r ty years now, the search 
for solutions of the vaccum Einstein equation which are of Petrov 
type N remains an interest ing but ra ther d i f f i c u l t and l i t t l e 
explored problem ([55,20,90,25,46^From the physical point of view, 
such solutions are interest ing because they represent space-time 
f i l led up en t i re ly with gravi ta t ional rad ia t ion . On the other har 
they are interest ing because they form a class of solution of 
Einstein equation which, from mathematical point of view, i t i s 
generally thought, should be possible to be determined exp l ic i t ly 
and thus i t represents a challenge to the people working on exact 
solutions of the Hinstein equation. When the four times repeated 
principal null direction is non-twisting, the general solution of 
this c lass is known ([42 ]f [90 ] ) . 
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For a twisting pr inc ipa l null d i rec t ions , however, the 
di f f icul ty of the problem appear to be unsurpassed. Inspite of 
the effor ts of many workers, the only known algebraical ly special 
solution of the vaccum Einstein equation of Petrov type N with 
twisting nul l rays is the monoparametric family of solution found 
by Hauser ([33 ] , [34 ] ) . This solution admits a k i l l ing vector . 
I t has been shown by Sommer and Walker [101] that Hauser 
class i s not algebraically f l a t and can not be regarded as a 
description of gravi ta t ional radiat ion from an isolated source. 
The term radia t ive applied to type N solution in general, r e l i e s 
upon the fac t that behaviour of the f ield along four-fold degene-
rate pr incipal null d i rect ion i s of the order ( l / r ) whether or 
not the congruence is twisting has no bearing upon this behaviour. 
However, for the space-time to be asymptotically f l a t the curva-
ture must go to zero along another nu l l , necessar i ly , shearing 
geodesic congruence. Mc-Intosh [66 ] assumed tha t the metric 
corresponding to twisting type N, admits a two parameter, group 
of a homothe t ic motion and is an isometric motion and arrived at 
a sixth order ordinary d i f ferent ia l equation. Recently, under 
the same symmetry assumptions Plebanstd and Przancwski [38 ] have 
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arrived at the fourth order O.D.E. Helt, E. [ 35 ] determines a l l 
twisting type N vaccum solution, s ta r t ing with the same symmetry 
assumptions as by Mc-Intosh [ ° 6 ] , he obtained a third order 
O.D.E., which i s equivalent to Eins te in ' s equation for these 
type N f i e l d . Analysing th is equation the author points out that 
Hal/ser's solution may be obtained as a pa r t i cu l a r case and shows 
that if the homothety parameter takes some specif ic value, then 
the equation of motion becomes very simple and very useful in the 
search for exact solut ion. More recently, Ludwing and Yu [ 63 ] 
have shown tha t for vaccum, type N, twisting gravi ta t ional f ie lds 
the f ie ld equation reduce to pa r t i a l d i f f e r en t i a l equation for 
two functions, one r e a l , the other complex, which may be regarded 
as i n i t i a l data on a local I i . e . as data given a t the ' f a r end' 
of each outgoing radia l null l i n e . 
Corresponding to the Kerr-Schild form,Xanthapolous [112] 
has shown tha t there are no Petrov type N vaccum solution of the 
Einstein f ield equations which are of Kerr-Schild form with the 
twisting null vector f ie ld . On the other hand, Khlebuikov [44 ] 
has obtained some algebraically special solut ions of the Einstein-
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Maxwell equation which are of Petrov type I I and twisting free . 
One of his solution permits outgoing electromagnetic waves and 
high frequency r ad i a t i on . 
Kinnersley and Walker [49 ] have shown tha t the s t a t i c 
C-metric ([40 ] f [ ]) describes g rav i ta t iona l field of a uni-
formally accelerated moving charged point mass. In general case 
th is solution has an angular s i n g u l a r i t i e s , although when mass 
i s equivalent to charge ( i . e . , m =» e) th i s s ingula r i t i es is 
absent. The solutions contain both incoming and outgoing e lec t ro-
magnetic and gravi ta t ional radiat ions* 
A regular solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equation ( i . e . , 
not having angular s ingular i t i es ) for which the principal l i gh t 
congruence i s geodesic and sh i f t free and has di la t ion is called 
Kerr-Maxwell solut ion. Lind ([58 ] , [59 ]) showed that there do 
not ex i s t Kerr-Maxwell solution of type I I I and N ( i . e . , such 
solution have an angular s i n g u l a r i t i e s ) . The only Kerr-Maxwell 
solution without radiat ion i s the Kerr—Newman, metric [73 ] belon-
ging to type D. Patel and Kopper [80 ] presented a radiating 
Kerr-Newman solution of Einstein equation. Corresponding to field 
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of flowing nul l radiat ion plus an electromagnetic f i e l d . The 
geometry of t h i s solution i s described by Kerr-Schild metr ic . 
The solution admits a shear free geodesic null congruence. 
Recently Pa te l and Kopper [81 ] given an exact solution corres-
ponding to perfect fluid plus a pure radiat ion f i e ld . The 
solution i s a Kerr l ike metric in the cosmological background of 
an expanding universe. The radiat ing Kerr metric and radiat ing 
associated Kerr metric are derived as par t icu la r case. 
C H A P T E R - IV 
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CHAPTER-IV 
COSMOLOGY AND RADIATION 
Cosmology- The study of the origin and evolution of the 
universe - is a subject which has intriguid astronomers through-
out history. Today we know many facts about the universe which 
most astronomers take as evidence that the universe began with 
a giant explosion or 'big-bang1. How it will end is not so 
clear? 
Einstein's theory has an important impact on cosmology. 
The cosmic matter content is usually assumed to be dust, or a 
perfect fluid with an equation of state * 
p = (y - l)n» Y = Constant (1) 
and the cases most frequently considered are incoherent radia-
tion (p = \x/3) and stiff matter (p = n). A perfect fluid or 
dust solution of Einstein field equations will be called a 
cosmological model. 
The starting point of all consideration are the Einstein's 
field equations 
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Rab " i \ b " k Tab (2» 
where the energy momentum is given in the following table: 
TABLE-I 
Enerov-momentum tensor 
b 
dust : T a b = iiUaUb, UaU = -1, 
perfect fluid : T a b = (n+p)UaUb + p gab , 
2 a 
pure radiation : T a b = $ kakb* ka k = ° 
c . cd 
electromagnet . T _ p p ± p p 
radiation ' ab ~ rac rb " 4 gab rcd r 
In general relativity the construction of a cosmological 
model is an important problem. The first cosmological model 
obtained by Einstein was time-independent or static. Latter on 
de-Sitter gave a model which describes an expanding universe and 
in which distance between two test particles at rest increases 
with time, in the well known Robertson-Walker-Friedman (RWF) 
models, all space points and all directions at any space-point 
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are equivalent. These spatially homogenous and isotropic models 
fit the experiment data very well. The isotropy on a large scale 
has been confirmed by the observation of the microwave background. 
But was the universe homogenous and isotropic already at its 
early stages, and has it still these properties in a very distant 
region ? Some phenomenon suggest that anisotropic model could 
provide a more appropriate description of the early stages than 
RWF - models. Physical processes such as particle creation might 
have damped anisotropy. There are also exact anisotropic and 
inhomogenous perfect fluid solution which evolve t6wards RWF-
models. 
In the recent years the progress in finding out the real 
models of the universe is increasing very rapidly. In this 
chapter, however, we are interested only in those models which 
characterize the presence of radiation, 
Ozsvath [77 ] obtained a solution of field equation 
representing a universe filled with dust and electromagnetic 
radiation. This soludion has been generalised by Misra and 
Narain [69 ] using the tetrad techniques. They obtained the 
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solution of the Einstein field equations with incoherent matter 
and electromagnetic radiation and the universe thus obtained has 
zero expansion and shear but non-zero rotation, while on the 
other hand, for the presence of pure gravitational radiation, 
Kirshna, Rao, J. [54] showed that given any perfect fluid 
solution of Einstein gravitational field equation possessing 
a conformally flat metric it is always possible to include the 
presence of pure gravitational radiation shear energy tensor 
a 
T . s o k kfa, k k = 0 without disturbing conformally flat 
nature of space-time. Wils [110] describes homogeneous pure 
radiation field. The general solution for conformally Ricci 
flat metric is given by him. They are all of Petrov type N or 
0. It is shown that no non-aligned petrov type III pure radia-
tion metric exist. 
The Kerr, metric [42 ] 
ds2 - (J 2 2 2 2 2 
- ^
r
 +a Cos ©)(d© + Sin © d(J> ) + 2(du + a Sin © d0) X 
2 2mr 2 2 
(dr + a Sin © d(|)) - (1 .)(du + a Sin © dp) 
2 2 2 
r^+a Cos © 
(3) 
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where a is real constant which appeared almost three decades 
ago has gained much importance and has drawn the attention of 
several workers. It describes a possible exterior field outside 
a rotating body and is the only known example of stationary 
vaccum metric with gravitational mass and rotation i.e. asymp-
totically flat. It is algebraically special like Schwartzchild 
metric. 
In the presence, in space of light frequency radiation 
propagating in the direction £ , the energy-momentum tensor 
is 
T - 2/ L (4) 
HY v- y 
where a is function characterizing the energy density. 
The problem of finding exact solution of the Einstein 
equation with right hand side of the form (4) was posed by 
Vaidya [106], 
It is known that in Eddington-Finkelstein cordinates the 
Schwartzchild solution is 
2 2 2 2 2 
ds = $ du + 2dudr - r (dO + Sin 6 d$)) (5) 
* / 
w h e r e <h = i - f a (6) 
Vaidya has shown that a spherically symmetric solution of the 
Einstein equation with right hand side (4) has the form (5) for 
• } = i . M u l
 (7) 
and the rate of change of mass m(u) is directly related to 
q;q = m. 
The solution (5), (7) obtained by Vaidya belongs to type 
D and possesses a normal shear-free congruence with © ^  0. A 
more general solution of the same class was obtained by Kinnersley 
[47 ] it describes the gravitational field of a radiating point 
circle with accelarated motion due to radiation reaction, and 
the mass of the particle decreases with time. 
Type II Vaidya metrics admitting a shear-free congruence 
with dilation were studied by Frolov [27 ]. The general solution 
in this case contains an arbitrary point of three variable corres-
ponding to the value of the radiation intensity and depending on 
direction and the time. The interesting feature of this solution 
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is the existence of (long wave) gravitational radiation caused 
by the anisotropic and variable nature of the high-frequency 
radiation discribed by equation (4). The condition that long 
wave gravitational radiation be absent concides with the require-
ment that the solution be of type D. 
The problem of finding a similar non-static generalisa-
tion of Kerr solution has been done by several un known and to 
this effect Misra [68] has possed the question: Can one obtain 
a non-static generalisation of the Kerr-metric which would 
correspond to the gravitational field of a rotating radiating 
body ? As a first attempt towards finding such a non-static 
generalisation he presented the Kerr-metric and the radiating 
star metric in a unified treatment based on Kerr-Schild form 
[43 ] of the metric. Vaidya [107] considered solutions with 
radiation (4) which are expressible in the form of Kerr-Schild 
metrics. The Kerr-Vaidya metric is contained among these solu-
tion, it was previously obtained by Vaidya and Pats! [109]and 
is a generalisation of the Kerr-metric where the radiation is 
absent. This solution is algebraically special ar.d contains two 
shear-free geodesic congruence and has the symmetry o: Kerr-
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solution. Murenbeeld and Trollope [72 ] use approximate methods 
to describe radiation from slowly rotating radiating spaces, 
Bhatt BBQ, have obtained a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell 
equation. His solution represents gravitational waves and is 
an extension of the solution obtained by Vaidya and Bhatt [108], 
Hugston [ 37 ] have obtained criteria under which one can 
construct a metric compatible with energy tensor of a null radia-
tion field from the algebraically special vaccum metric. The 
new metric bears the same relation to the original one as does 
the radiating star metric to the Schwartzchild metric. As an 
example, he has obtained a class of null radiation field from 
a class of vaccum metric without symmetry discovered by Robinson 
and Robinson [89 ]. However, Kerr-metric does not satisfy his 
criteria and so it is not possible to use his scheme for cons-
tructing a null radiative field corresponding to Kerr-metric. 
Krishna, Rao, J. [52 ] obtained a solution which possesses wave 
like character and interpreted as representing the propagation 
of gravitational radiation on a null field background. He also 
obtained [53 ] a type I solution with radiation without rotation 
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generalising the Levi-Civita vaccum solution and describing the 
gravitational field of a radiating homogeneous cylinder of 
infinite length and finite cross-section. The radiating version 
of Demianski type metric and type D metric obtained by Kinnersley 
[48 ] using the technique of the complex vectorial formalism, 
have been given by Patel [79 ] and Akhabari [ 5 ]. 
The problem of finding a particular family of algebraically 
special exact solution to Einstein-Maxwell equation with non-
vanishing cosmological constant is considered by Khlebnikov [45], 
The metric obtained by him correspond to the strong gravitational 
waves propagating in the generalized electromagnetic universes. 
To outline a Scenario of evolution of the universe an 
attempt has been made by Pandey [78 ] by considering the quantum 
effect in an isotropic (Friedmann) universe and also the gravi-
tational wave equation which are not conformally invariant. The 
role of particle creation in the universe has been discussed. He 
also mentioned graviton-photon interation which throws some light 
on the experimental possibilities of detection of gravitational 
radiation. 
C H A P T E R - V 
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CHAPTER V 
THE NEWMAN-PENROSE FORMALISM 
The nu l l t e t r a d formalism due to Newman and Penrose [74 ] 
has proved very useful in f inding the exac t s o l u t i o n s of the 
E ins t e in f i e l d equat ion and in many other i n v e s t i g a t i o n s . In 
p a r t i c u l a r , t h i s formalism i s much convenient in studying the 
a l g e b r a i c a l l y specia l f i e l d s (Cf.Kinnersely[48] Lind [60 ] f 
Ahsan [ 2 ] . The computer programme for c a l c u l a t i n g curvature 
tensor using t h i s formalism was wr i t t en by Campbell and Wainwright 
[14 ] . 
We sha l l p re sen t here a br ief d e s c r i p t i o n of t h i s important 
approach to r e l a t i v i t y * 
In d iscuss ing the g r a v i t a t i o n a l r a d i a t i o n problem* two 
techniques have been used very ex t ens ive ly . The t e t r ad technique 
and the spinor technique . Newman and Penrose [74 ] have a t tacked 
the r a d i a t i o n problem by a combination of these two techniques 
and succeed in showing tha t how these two techniques can be used 
to der ive a very compact and useful s e t of e q u a t i o n s , which are 
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essent ia l ly l inea r combinations of the equations for the Riemann 
tensor expressed in terms of e i the r Ricci ro ta t ion coefficients 
or spinor affine connection. With t h i s technique they gave a 
short and elegant proof of celebrated Golderq-Sachs Theorem [30 ] • 
They further develop a special co-ordinate system and a te t rad 
around a hyper surface orthogonal nul l rec tor f i e ld , and th i s 
co-ordinate system and te t rad has been used to prove 'Peeling off 
theorem1. 
In what follows, we shal l assume tha t the space-time i s 
a four dimensional Riemanian space with signature - 2. Introduce 
a tetrad system of vectors 1 , n . in and na in this space. 
Here 1 , ri are real null and in and in are complex vectors . 
These vectors sat isfy the re la t ion 
and other sca ler products are zero. For convenience, we introduce 
the tetrad notion 
* 
ziji s (V V V V 
* Here £7 » . . . are tensor indices and can take values 1,2,3,4; 
i , j , k , . . . are te t rad indices and can take values 1,2,3,4; 
A,B,C, . . . are spinor indices and take values 0 , 1 ; 
a ,b ,c , . . . are spinor dyad indices and take values 0 , 1 . 
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the te t rad indices can be raised or lowered by the f l a t space 
time metric 
fo i 
*ij " ^ 
U 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
0 0 - 1 0 J 
then i t can be easi ly seen tha t 
V * z*v ZJV n 
i j 
or 
"ij * Zin Zfr g 
i j 
from the derivat ives of the components of the te t rad vector, 
we define the Ricci rotation coeff icient [23 ] as 
jk JH ty 
Yi - V Z Z ; 
these rotation coefficients satisfy the relation 
^ijk = " Yjik • 
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J1** J*'*1 sk / i j J1x 
0 - 0 = 0 (Yk - T k ) 
We s h a l l use the following convention for the i n t r i n s i c d e r i v a -
t i v e s : 
Ofe » 0. 1 , ^ 0 « 0 .^ n , 
cT4> - 0 . ^ m , <^0 « 0 ? l l m 
(1) 
The connection between t ensors and sp inors i s achieved by means 
of a quant i ty o\o such t h a t 
V A^W1 aBX' " SAB SW,X« * 
The 6AB are Levi - C i v i t a symbols i . e . , antisymmetric express ions 
o l o ' l ' 
with 6 Q l = 6 o l , = e = 6 = 1 , they are used for r a i s i n g 
and lowering of spinor i n d i c e s : 
AB 
T 
B B 
3" " s n ' T = T 6AB 
A' A ' B ' A' 
3 B
 A ' B ' 
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The covariant derivative of the spinor T^ i s 
^A;H = ~*A;y. " "^ B TJii * 
W 
The corresponding quant i ty T7 t u dea l s with the primed i n d i c e s . 
W 
Th© choice of "HV i s fixed by the requirement t h a t the covar ian t 
d e r i v a t i v e s of ] ^ , , € A B , e ^ ^ , s h a l l a l l Vanish. The 
express ions 
s a t i s f y a l l the or thogonal i ty r e l a t i o n s t h a t are s a t i s f i e d by 
the vec tor 1 , n . in and m\ . We the re fo re ident i fy t h i s as 
a t e t r a d . This e xpression do no t r e a l l y denote vec tors as they 
s tand , as i s examplified by the f a c t t h a t the covar iant d e r i v a t i v e 
of o*AW, i s zero while t h i s i s not so f a r the vec tors 1 , n , 
in and m\ . To get around t h i s d i f f i c u l t y , we introduce two 
A A 
bas i s spinors 0 , X (a ' dyad ' ) normalized by 
.A A B / A 
A dyad in Spin-space i s to a t e t r a d in vec tor space. 
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We may put 
H n A —W» 
1 - 0AW, 0 0 
Vi y A -jW" 
. / * * " , n - <JAW 
H \i A -W» 
m =
 ^AW* ® A • 
The covariant derivat ives of these expressions wi l l not involve 
A A 
the dovariant derivative of 0 and £ • As with the te trads , 
A A 
i t i s convenient to have a generic symbol for 0 and X • 
A -A 
Define "^ , -^ by 
A A A A - A ' - A -A* - A ' 
then, for example, given a spinor YAR^C1 w e c a n d e f i n e i t s 
dyad component as 
A - B ' C 
Yab«c " YAB»C T a Tbt T c 
The important formal d i f fe rence between the lower case ind ices 
and c a p i t a l indices i s simply the d i f ference with r e spec t to 
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covar ien t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . The express ion 
l& ii A -B 
rab» * aAB« *a M>« 
now gives us 1
 f n > nr and ni as ab' t akes the values 
00% 1 1 ' , 01 • , 1 0 ' . With t h i s the express ion (2) may be thought 
of as giving the required t e t r a d . The components of "ijTg are 
now the same as those of €?A3» Hence 
c C 
*aA;u " ^ a C 1 ^ * ^ 1 ^ " 1 ^ 
For the analogue of Ricc i r o t a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , we have 
T- T -rA * 
'abcd» " *aA;u *b a cd» ' 
ca l l ed the sp inor aff ine connec t ion . 
Pu t t ing 
* - ,S * 
* " °ab- " l b ' J 
then the i n t r i n s i c d e r i v a t i v e s (1) become 
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oo* xx 
(3) 
&
-* 0 l . . <*"- al0, 
and the commutative r e l a t i o n s for these d e r i v a t i v e s ac t ing on 
s c a l e r s are 
K b - dcd. - *cd. <WJ 0 - / e P q ( ] ; a c d > , dqb, . ^ c b , v ) 
r* s» -
+ S ( T ; . b ' d ' c das« - T 7 ' d . b ' a d c s ' ^ ^ 
(4) 
and when the d e r i v a t i v e s ac t on ^ we ob ta in 
aA» 
dfe. T;cdb, - >M, n c f e , = e P 7 i ; p d b . rqcfe, + ncpb . i^ f e , 
- f l p f e ' T ^ c d b . - T : c p e . T ^ d b . | + e P " ' / i ? . b . . . f TTcdr-
- Tlcfr- 1 T , e . b . d j + t a e d f e#lb, + ASe,bi ^ 6tf + ^ . 
+
 ^ a c b ' e ' e fd (5) 
where the sp inors ill d ^ 
*ABCD' ^ABC^D' a n d correspond to Weyl tensor, 
BO 
t r a c e - f r e e p a r t of R icc i t enso r and s ca l e r cu rva tu re . 
•to 
Newman and Penrose [ 7 4 ] have defined twelve complex 
funct ions e i t h e r in terms of R icc i r o t a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s or 
terms of sp inor aff ine connection as fo l lows: 
*i31 s W ml s k ; Y242 - W m n - -> ; 
*134 s \i;j> m m = * ' Y243 s nu;P m m s " ^ ' 
Yi33 " W m m = o- ; Y 2 4 4 - i \ ^ m m - - ^ ; 
*132 = \tf m n = T ; T241 s nu;V m X = * «* 
(6a) 
a s
 2 (Yi24 " Y344> = 2 ( W n * - ^ . j * » h 
1 1 ^ T? -^ V 
P " 2" ( Yl23 " Y343> = 2 (W n m " \ij m m } ; 
1 1 P f -P y 
y - 2 (Y124 - W = 5 (W n n " "Us^ m n ) J 
1 i l* ^ -J- V 
c = 5 ( Y i 2 i " Y34i} = 2 (1u;>^ n x " V,? m x ) ; 
or in terms of spinor affine connection: 
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Uncd»" 
— i . 
1 \ ab 
cd«\ 
00* 
10» 
01 • 
11* 
00 
k 
/ 
a 
rf 
01 
or 
10 
e 
a 
P 
Y 
1 
11 
it 
* 
V> 
? 
(6b) 
Now using (3) together with ( 6 ) , equat ions (5) takes the 
following forms: 
p f - <fk = (f + aa) + (S + Wf - Tc^-kOa + 0 - i t )+ ^ 
* 
5 
^ a -£V« (f+C) - ( +{J) + (7-^)a + (F - 7) - *3. 
(7) 
where the q u a n t i t i e s ((JQQ, <|>01, tyQt ^ . . . and y\ are the 
components of R icc i t ensor , Weyl tensor and s ca l e r curvature and 
are as fol lows: 
(*) The complete s e t of equat ions i s given in d e t a i l in [74 ] 
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*003 2R11' *01=5R13 *20-"i R 44 ( 8 ) 
a P / S 
*0 s " C1313 " " °<$1S 1 m 1 m , 
a 0 / S 
*1 s * C1213 " " Ca{3*f 1 n 1 mt 
x a p / ^ * |3 / _<T 
^2 a - 5 (C1212 + C1234 ) s ~ 2* ( 1 n X n + X n m m ) C a 
*3 = C1224 " c«p*T l n n m » ( 9 ) 
V4 = - c 2424 = " Cap/<T n m n m ' 
$rr 
and 
/ I - ^4 
With the presen t notat ion, the commutator (4) takes the following 
form: 
( A D - DA ) = [ (Y+7)D+(6-HS) - (T + rc)<T - (f + * ) ^ ]0 
* 
* 
(*) ! do) 
* 
* 
(M-h) = [(iT-n)D + (7-/M - («-?)<? - (?-a)S [# 
(•*) The complete s e t of equat ions i s given in d e t a i l in [74 ] . 
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and in empty pace- t ime, the Bianchi i d e n t i t i e s have the form: 
D <l*l - ^ o s " 3 k *2 + £2e + 4f] t x - f- « + 4a] l|r0. 
( * * ) « 
i 
t 
A$3 - <f*4 s 3 "^2 * C2T + 4ti] $3 + [-f+4p] * 4 -
(11) 
The geometrical and phys ica l meaning of the s c a l e r s k, 
, / , a , . . . . have been given by severa l workers, e . g . , Sachs [94 ] . 
Nowman and Penrose [ 7 4 ] and in d e t a i l by Zund [114] , [115] . 
In terms of the modified vers ion [29/ ] of Newman and Penrose 
formalism, Ahsan and Malik [ 4 ] have s tudied the geometry of 
nu l l congruence. Fur the r the phys ica l p r o p e r t i e s of the compo-
nents of Weyl tensor has been discussed by Szerkers [102] . Also 
Newman and Penrose [74 ] and Ludwing [62 ] have given a cha rac t e r -
i za t ion for the components of Weyl tensor to be of d i f f e ren t 
types e . g . , Newman and Penrose claimed t h a t if IJF0 = l{j, = 0, 
then the Riemann tensor i s a l g e b r a i c a l l y s p e c i a l . 
Fur ther Newman and Penrose [74 ] gave an a l t e r n a t i v e 
(**) The complete s e t of equat ions i s given in d e t a i l in [74 " . 
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proof of Goldberg-Sachs theorem [30 ] by the help of the forraalis 
developed by them. They also developed a s p e c i a l coordinate 
system and t e t r a d over a hypersurface or thogonal surface 
u « c o n s t t . In a hyperbolic Riemanian manifold we can always 
introduce a family of nu l l hypersurface u » c o n s t t . i . e . , 
g U U = 0 . 
The vectors 1 = g U.,, are tangent to the family of null 
geodesic lying in the hypersurface u = constt. and satisfy 
P Y 
l.Y 1 = 0 
I t has been shown by Robinson and Trautman [90 ] tha t if we 
chose u = x' as coord ina tes , an affine parameter along the 
2 3 4 
geodesic V = x and two coordinates x and x t ha t l a b e l 
the geodesic on each surface u = c o n s t t . , then the rr.etric takes 
the form 
v? 
c 
l 
0 
c 
22 
1 
23 
.24 
.23 .24 
i j 
(12) 
( i , j = 3 ,4) 
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With these coord ina tes , the vec tor 1 becomes 
1^= <£, l * - ^ ("> 
In order to preserve the o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n I n = 1 
and 1 m • 0 , we have ( i « 3,4) 
m =sw<32 + F ^ i » (14) 
n - £x + U $ 2 + x ^i 
The r e l a t i o n between the t e t r a d components (13) and (14) and 
the met r ic i s given by 
22 
g = 2(U - uw), 
21 i i i 
g = x ( t ». T »)» (15) 
i j i J i J 
g = -( T T + r r ) , 
( i , j = 3 , 4 ) . Dealing with the convention 
r i i 
D s 2/dr , d = u d /dr + -5- d/dx 
(16) 
1 1 
A = U d/dr + d/du + X d/dx 
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and making the choice t h a t 
k - u = 6 = 0 . P = p and <f= a + p , (17) 
Newman and Penrose [74 ] obtained the following expressions for 
commutator: 
U D - D A ) = : ( Y + Y ) D 0 - 7 ^ - ^ 
* 
* 
,
 x t (18) 
* 
* 
* 
(iy-<T<f)0 =(n - JT)D0 - [a-p]JP0 - [F-a]^0. 
x 
Replacing # by u , r and x in ( 1 8 ) , Newman and Penrose 
obtained a r e l a t i o n between the t e t r a d components and spin coe -
f f i c i e n t s as : 
i i i 
oT - fT + o t 
* 
(**) I (19) 
* 
* 
* 
$U - 4 u = (n + Y-y)o) + ^ W - V , ( i = 3 , 4 ) . 
With these simplification, equations (7) and Bianchi identities 
(11) can also be written in simple form (See [74 ]). 
(*) For a complete set of equations see [74 ]. 
(**) For a complete set of equations see [74 ] . 
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As an app l ica t ion to t h e i r formalism, Newman and Penrose 
[74 ] i n v e s t i g a t e the asymptotic behaviour of the Riemann t e n s o r , 
spin c o e f f i c i e n t s and metr ic for a genera l type of r a d i a t i v e 
emtpy space . We sha l l here mention only the main assumptions 
and r e s u l t s for t h i s behaviour, the d e t a i l s may be found in the 
paper of Newman and Penrose [74 ] , 
The main condi t ion t h a t w i l l be adopted here i s 
-5 
* c = 0 ( r ) 
but a condi t ion D l|l - 0 ( r ) on the r d e r i v a t i v e of $ 
w i l l a l so be used. Moreover, an assumption of the 'uniform 
smoothness* wi l l also be used. I t w i l l a lso be assumed t h a t the 
hypersurface u = c o n s t t . are so chosen tha t they are not asymp-
t o t i c a l l y c y l i n d r i c a l or p l ane . 
From these assumptions, Newman and Penrose [74] 
prove t h a t 
- 4 -3 -2 - l 
l J J i = 0 ( r ) , l j J 2 = 0 ( r ) , l j J 3 = 0 ( r ),$A = C ( r ) . 
We sha l l s t a t e the meaning of t h i s r e s u l t wi thout proving i t . 
In genera l , the asymptotic behaviour of the Riemann t ensor 
i s given by 
-5+n 
If = 0 ( r ) , n = 0 , 1 , 4 . 
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We may thus break the space i n to f ive r e g i o n s : 
F i r s t - a near zone, here a l l the terras are important; 
three t r a n s i t i o n zones where ijf , ijf, and $2 become neg l ig ib le 
in t u r n . In t h i s case , second zone (UQ i s neg l ig ib le ) i s a regior 
in which there are geodesic r ays in the terminology of Sachs [94] 
anf i t i s of general t y p e . Third zone (l|j, i s neg l ig ib le ) i s 
a l g e b r a i c a l l y specia l and the four th zone (l^2 i s neg l ig ib le ) i s 
of type I I I . Final ly* the f i f t h zone i s the r ad i a t i on zone and in 
t h i s case the only component ijl. i s important and the Riemann 
tensor i s e s s e n t i a l l y n u l l . 
We can thus say t h a t : 
*As we move backwards from i n f i n i t y along a su i t ab le nu l l 
geodesic , the p r inc ipa l nu l l d i r e c t i o n ' p e e l o f f one by one from 
the (outgoing) r ad i a l d i r e c t i o n . ' 
As a simple app l ica t ion of t h i s formalism we sha l l der ive 
the Schwartzchild e x t e r i o r so lu t ion [ 1 9 ] . 
The general sphe r i ca l ly symmetric met r ic i s given by 
d s 2 = e 2 v d t 2 - e 2 u d r 2 - r 2 (d©2 + s i n 2 © dtf2) (20) 
where u and v are funct ions of r and t only. We wi l l 
do our c a l c u l a t i o n s in the orthonormal frame 
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1 
to 
2 
3 
(t) 
4 
(0 
= 
= 
s 
U 
e 
r 
Y 
V 
e 
i 
dr 
d© 
sin 
• 
dt 
9 &$ (21) 
The metr ic i s now simply the Minkowski me t r i c , and a 
NP n u l l t e t r a d can be w r i t t e n as 
/ = ( b + B )/V2 
n„ = (-<£ + <?)/V2 (22) 
m = ( - ^ + i ^,)/V"2 
^ - ( ^ - i <y/v2 
The spin coe f f i c i en t s are 
K = <j ='/=: v = A = * = 0 (23) 
p = n = e /V2r (24) 
a = -p = cotan e/2V"2r (25) 
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6 « (l/2V2)(u,4e - v,le"U) (26) 
Y = - (l/2V"2)(u,4« + v,*&"*U) (27) 
where the comma denotes partial differentiation. 
Substitution of these into the NP equations yields 
2 
Dp = p + 2<^p + (^ (28) 
2 
•^p = - f - 2yp - (t>22 (29) 
Dy - 4 £ - -4£-Y + * 2 - 4 + <t>u (30) 
2 -2 
• u - ^ " A- p + r /2 (31) 
•«. * *2 + 2 4 " 4eP (32> 
•22 =^2 + 2 A " 4YP (33) 
^0 " *1 = ^3 = ^4 " ° ( 3 4 ) 
*C1 =*02 ^ 2 1 = ° (35) 
7 1 
In empty space the Ricci tensor and i ts tetrad components 
vanish: 
e^o * ^11 = ^22 = = ° (36) 
Equations (28) and (29) yield 
u
 A = 0 (37) 
(u + v) , »0 (38) 
f * 
S M (39) 
Subtracting equations (31) and (32) with the use of (36) 
and integrating the resulting differential equations, we get 
2u -1 
e « (1 -rQ/r) (40) 
where r is a constant. Now, integrating (38) we get 
2v 2 
e = (1 - rQ/r)f (t) (41) 
2v 
where f(t) is an arbitrary function of t . Since e multi-
2 
plies; dt in the metric, we can perform coordinate transforma-
tion 
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dt» - f ( t ) d t (42) 
and dropping the prime 
2 2 - 1 2 2 2 2 2 
ds • ( l - r / r ) d t - ( l - r ^ r ) dr - r (d© + sin © d© ) 
(43) 
which i s the Schwarzchild metr ic . 
From (34) i t i s seen that the Schwartzchild exter ior solution 
belong to type D, a fact which otherwise very d i f f i cu l t to 
obtain. 
B I B I O G R A P H Y 
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